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For Meade Breeze, returning to the place he considers home could prove dangerous—
especially now that unscrupulous developers are destroying the once pristine Cayo
Costa.Breeze has been through this before. Little can stop greedy men from robbing resources
from the many to sell to the wealthy few. They tried it in the Glades and on Captiva Island, as well
as many other far-flung locations—but Breeze was always one step ahead.Living completely off
the grid has its advantages. It makes a person invisible to all but a select few. When heavy
equipment ends up mired in saltwater and a construction dock is destroyed, Breeze becomes
the number one suspect.But where is he? Who is he?Grainy security photos only show a
maniac at the controls of the heavy equipment, wearing a dark hoodie and mask—it could be
anyone.With the local sheriff gunning for him and the U.S. Marshals Service trying to keep him
under wraps, Breeze soon learns that being invisible isn’t all it’s cracked up to be.



Cayo Costa BreezeByEd RobinsonCopyright 2020 by Ed RobinsonAll rights reserved. No part of
this work shall be reproduced in any manner without the written permission of the
publisher.Published by Leap of Faith Publications.This is a work of fiction. Any actual person or
place mentioned is used fictitiously. Though some of my work is based on my real-life
experiences, most of it is the product of my imagination.This is for my fellow independent
authors, some who I call my friend. I think they have a unique perspective on what it’s like to sit in
front of a screen and bang away at a keyboard day after day. That makes them my
kinfolk.ContentsForeword by Ed RobinsonForeword by Wayne StinnettPreludeOneTwoThreeFou
rFiveSixSevenEightNineTenElevenTwelveThirteenFourteenFifteenSixteenSeventeenEighteenNi
neteenTwentyTwenty-OneTwenty-TwoTwenty-ThreeTwenty-FourTwenty-FiveTwenty-SixTwenty-
SevenTwenty-EightOther Books in the Meade Breeze Adventure SeriesNon-Fiction Books by Ed
RobinsonForeword by Ed RobinsonCayo Costa is a barrier island on the southwest coast of
Florida. It sits just below the Boca Grande Pass and just north of North Captiva Island. There are
miles of undisturbed beaches on the Gulf side. Most of the island is a state park, but the south
end features a few private homes. There are no services on the island and it can only be
reached by boat.My wife and I spent a few years living in the bay between Cayo Costa and
Punta Blanca islands. It is a pristine place with tons of history. Wildlife is abundant, the fishing is
good, and the scenery is out of this world.If I could unilaterally preserve one piece of this Earth,
it would be Cayo Costa.Foreword by Wayne StinnettEd’s passing came as a huge shock to all
those who knew him. For some, this foreword will be the first they’ve heard. When I saw Ed’s
Facebook post saying he had an untreatable cancer and only had days left, I thought it was
some sort of sick prank or one of those, “post this with no explanation” things that people share.
But it wasn’t. Just days after he announced he was dying of cancer, he was gone.I’d been a big
fan of his Breeze books right from the start. He hooked me with the title of his first book, in what
would become one of my favorite series of novels, Trawler Trash. Ed and I shared a lot of back
and forth over the years and became friends, as well as colleagues. We met several times,
always near or on the water, and several times aboard his beloved boat, Leap of Faith.When Kim
told me some weeks after Ed’s death that he had a partially finished manuscript that he only
needed eight more days to finish, I told her it should be finished. She asked me to do it for her,
saying it was what Ed would have wanted.I said yes, immediately, without question or
reservation. I knew for certain, that if our situations had been reversed, Ed would have done the
same for my wife, Greta. The first rule of the sea is to never leave a fellow sailor adrift.But eight
days? Sure, if there were copious notes and an outline. But Ed wrote the same way I do. We’re
called “pantsers” in the writing community because we write by the seat of our pants, starting
with a blank screen and a vague idea of plot. The story tells itself in a pantser’s mind and we
need only write the words as the story unfolds.I was behind in the Breeze series by a couple of
books, so I had some reading to do, before I could even open the Cayo Costa Breeze



manuscript.Eight days turned into eight weeks, which ended up being nearly four months. I had
several other pots in the fire. I also struggled with where Ed wanted to go with the story. Kim and
I talked on the phone and in emails and text messages. I came up with an idea for the ending,
which she loved. But it was still a struggle. Then I did what my own character, Jesse McDermitt,
often forces me to do. I relinquished control of the helm to Breeze. The last few chapters flowed
out of my fingertips as if Ed himself were writing, being controlled by the fictitious Meade
Breeze.As of this day, March 18, 2021, Cayo Costa Breeze is finished. As is the Meade Breeze
series. I can’t explain why, but Ed wrote the dedication and foreword before he passed. I left it
100% intact, as I did the prelude and first few chapters. After that, I slowly morphed Ed’s writing
style into my own, or more precisely, the two met somewhere in the middle.Each morning for the
last several weeks, starting at 0600, I got to be Meade Breeze for a couple of hours. After binge
reading Outer Banks Breeze and Unfortunate Breeze, I started on the manuscript, going through
it several times. It was both humbling and exciting at the same time. If I did my job right and did
Ed proud, you won’t be able to spot where his writing ended and mine began. Only Miss Kim
and I know that.Yes, Ed, we are kinfolk.#sailonbreeze#cancersucksPreludeWe had a boatload
of dead bodies to dispose of. The mercenary team that killed these men was prepared with
weighted vests and chains. I piloted Sanctuary through Oregon Inlet and out into the Atlantic
Ocean. I tried not to think about the dead men, or death in particular.We had one last job to do
before we were free. I kept running east until we found depths of over one-hundred feet. The
bodies were launched one by one at half-mile intervals. They would never be recovered.Back at
the marina, half the men watched over us while the other half scrubbed the deck free of blood
and gore. Fish gathered in the water around us to feast on tidbits of human flesh. It almost
caused Marie to throw up. She retreated inside to compose herself.I splashed some bleach
around as a final measure. The team leader was ready to take his men and go.“I’ve got one
question for you,” he said. “I got a wire transfer for this job from someone named Strap
Thompson. Do you know anything about that?”“I do,” I told him. “But I can’t tell you about
it.”“You’re a slick operator, Breeze,” he said. “Are you sure you weren’t Special Forces?”“Just a
boat bum, buddy,” I told him. “I really appreciate how you handled this. It must have been boring
as hell waiting for us to show up.”“We’ve sat on our asses in worse places,” he said, looking
around. “The trick was in not revealing who we were or why we were here.”“Someday, I’d like to
talk to you about Fred keeping this a secret from me,” I said. “I don’t know where he is now or if I’ll
ever know. We’re alive and that’s all that really matters. Do you think this is completely over for us
now?”“That’s my impression,” he said. “All our intel said these were the guys. You should be good
to go.”“Thanks, again,” I said. “You guys are the best.”OneWe were asked to leave the marina as
soon as we got back. We had assumed that would be the case, so we didn’t complain. I slid the
dockmaster some big bills and told him to make sure the dockhands got their share. Then we
untied the lines and pulled away, the sun casting long shadows over us from the palm trees
along the shore.We didn’t have time to get very far before it would get dark. I hailed Bluewater
Yachts where Captain Fred’s boat was and asked if we could stay one night.“You’re not full of



bullet holes, are you?” the owner asked.“No sir,” I said. “But we wouldn’t mind checking on
Tarheel while we’re there. We’ll leave early in the morning.”“Same dock,” he said. “I’ll send
someone down to give you a hand.”“Thank you, sir.”It was an easy dock to get to and the landing
was smooth. Marie and I had come down from our adrenaline high and needed some sleep. We
both dreaded the long trip home, but our work here was done.I went to look at Fred’s boat. The
bullet holes had been patched and sanded, but no paint had been applied. She was covered in
dust and looking forlorn. I wondered if I’d ever get the call to move her to a new location. She was
a good boat and she’d been put through a lot. She deserved a better life.That night after dinner
we discussed the events of the day. Marie and I were both ready to fall asleep, but we needed to
debrief each other first.“I think we had it under control,” she said. “They walked into our trap. Bap,
bap, bap. They would have all been dead in three seconds.”“Maybe,” I said, thinking it over.
“Maybe even likely, but we won’t have their lives on our conscience now. This is fine.”“You knew
all along,” she said. “Your theory that we had protectors proved true.”“It took me a while to grasp
the concept,” I admitted. “But the more I thought about it the more it made sense.”“Are some of
those dead guys the men that were at mom’s place?”“I’d bet money on it,” I said.“So, this is really
over?”“That’s what I’m told,” I offered. “But I’ve been told that before.”“I just want to go home. I
want mom to feel safe at her home.”“That’s our next mission,” I agreed. “Except we shouldn’t
have to worry about our lives now.”“I sure hope that’s the case,” she said. “Please let that be the
case.”After all the trouble we’d gone through to get to Pirate’s Cove and draw out the enemy, our
part in someone else’s mission was to be decoys. We thought we were setting a trap, but instead
we were the bait in the mercenaries’ much larger trap. That fact should not have bothered me,
but it did. It meant that Captain Fred had paid a bunch of money to resolve our issue. He had the
foresight and the wherewithal to make it happen.I should have been happy about that, but I
wondered why he hadn’t been in touch. I wondered why the Marshals Service had let me down.
Maybe they knew about Fred’s plan. Until I heard from either of them, I wouldn’t know.They didn’t
keep us waiting long.I got a call from Fritz with the Marshals Service early the next morning. We
hadn’t left the dock yet.“I understand you had a little excitement recently,” he said.“We’re alive to
tell the tale,” I said. “No thanks to you.”“I’ll ignore that comment,” he said. “What’s more important
is that this is the end of it.”“For certain this time?”“It’s done. Over with. You may move about the
planet freely.”“Can I talk to Captain Fred now?” I asked.“That’s entirely up to him,” he replied. “But
I wouldn’t be surprised if you heard from him soon.”“We are vacating the Outer Banks for points
unknown,” I told him. “No offense, but I hope we never encounter you again.”“Understandable,”
he offered. “But it worked out for the best. Stay safe, Breeze.”I paid for our one-night stay before
we prepared to leave. The boss man was giving me an odd look.“What?” I asked. “Do I have a
booger or something?”“I know it’s not my business,” he said. “But first you brought that big
Hatteras in here all shot up and now you’re here again one day after some kind of shootout at
Pirate’s Cove.”“You were right,” I said. “It’s none of your business.”“Whose boat are you piloting
now?” he asked.“My own,” I said. “Why?”“I figured you were a delivery captain. I was wondering if
you’ll be the one to come get that Hatteras when it’s finished.”“I can’t say,” I told him. “Maybe,



maybe not.”“We’ve seen plenty of shady characters in Wanchese over the years,” he said. “But
you might be the shadiest of them all.”“That’s almost a compliment,” I said. “I’m sorry, but I’m not
in the mood to socialize right now. I think you can understand that.”“I believe I can.”“Have a good
day, sir,” I said, then boarded the boat.We headed south in somber moods. It was a gray day and
we wore gray dispositions to match. We’d lost our enthusiasm for this kind of travel a long time
ago.The light at the end of the tunnel was the notion that we had nothing more to worry about.
Those who wished us dead were themselves dead. I’d heard it from the mercenary leader and
from Fritz with the Marshals. The only thing that could drive the point home any further was to
hear it from Captain Fred, himself.We traveled south for three days with no word from him. I was
beginning to think that I would never talk to him again, but on the fourth day he called. I did not
recognize the number but I answered it anyway. I had a suspicion it was him. There were only a
handful of people who had my number.“I hear you survived your recent ordeal,” Fred said.
“That’s the thing you are best at: survival.”“I’m told you had a big role in that,” I allowed. “Marie
and I thank you from the bottom of our hearts.”“Sorry about all the secrecy,” he said. “That’s just
the way it had to be.”“You can explain it to me more thoroughly when we meet again.”“I don’t
know when that will be,” he said. “But don’t rule it out.”“David Kelley and Fritz Adolph tell me I’m
in the clear,” I said. “What’s your take?”“I have more than a take,” he said. “I have solid
intelligence. That was their last gasp. There is no one else left to hunt for either of us.”“Then why
are you still underground?”“I’m still on the hook to give a deposition,” he said. “Except no one in
Washington knows where I am.”“They will if the Marshals give you up.”“I’ve given a lot of thought
to that,” he said. “I won’t allow myself to be a pawn of some political power play. Besides, until I
see some major indictments that have yet to happen, I will refuse to cooperate.”“That’s sounds
like the Fred I know.”“Damn straight,” he said. “This country still has traitors walking free.”“I won’t
pretend to understand,” I said. “All I want to know is that no one else is hunting me.”“We’re about
ninety-nine percent on that,” he said. “Maybe a little more. I honestly believe there is no threat to
you and Marie. If there was, what happened at Pirate’s Cove is a serious deterrent to further
action.”“How would they know what happened?”“Leaks through various channels,” he said.
“Targets safe. Assassins dead. No bodies recovered at the scene. This is big news on the
political grapevine. I can almost guarantee you won’t have any more trouble.”“We’re going home,”
I told him. “We’ll take Jean back home. We want to put this all far behind us.”“Understandable,”
he said. “I’m still incognito and plan to stay that way for the immediate future. Don’t sweat it.
Enjoy your life with that pretty woman.”“Have you got plans for the Hatteras?” I asked.“Don’t
worry about it for now,” he said. “Not a high priority.”“Have you been in touch with the
boatyard?”“They’ve got plenty of my money,” he said. “And no timeline. I’m the best customer
they have right now.”“As usual, you’ve got things under control,” I said.“Go on now. Disappear
into the mangroves or whatever it is you do.”“That’s the plan.”We had all the confirmation we
were going to get. We were free at last. It lifted our spirits somewhat, easing the burden of our
long trip home. We were both emotionally tired. We could rest our bodies all we wanted, but our
souls would need more time to recover.“Pelican Bay has always been my refuge,” I told Marie.



“It’s the place I go when I need to heal. Now it’s your place too.”“We can’t get there soon enough,”
she said. “But first we have to get Mom back to her place.”“It would be easiest to get a slip in
Punta Gorda,” I said. “But that risks running into Cross-eyed John. I think we should go home
first. We can run over to Pine Island to get your car, take Jean home and turn around and come
back all in one day.”“Can we sit around and do nothing for a day or two first?”“If we fudge our
arrival date to your mom. She won’t know when we get to Pelican Bay.”“I’ll let her know we’re
coming,” she said. “When we get home, I tell her we are two days away.”“White lies,” I said.
“Sometimes they are necessary.”We maintained a leisurely pace down the coast. When we
needed fuel, we stayed overnight in a marina. Marie started using the laptop occasionally. She
discovered that Florida’s governor had lifted all COVID-related restrictions. That was great news
which lifted our spirits even more. The farther we got away from Pirate’s Cove, the better we felt. I
couldn’t see us ever returning.Arriving in Stuart was a big milestone. It was time to turn west and
cross the Okeechobee. Marie had enough experience with the locks now to be of great
assistance. She checked the internet for water levels and discovered that parts of the waterway
were closed due to excessive vegetation. The Franklin lock was inoperable. It was jammed full of
aquatic plants several feet thick. This was bad news. It threatened to plunge our spirits as low as
they’d been before.There was nothing we could do but go down through the Keys and back up
the west coast of Florida. It would take a lot longer, but I knew the way. We stayed an extra day in
Stuart to rest again and prepare for the extra miles we were now facing.We stayed inside on the
ICW down past Palm Beach, Lauderdale, and Miami. At Biscayne Bay we transferred to the
outside and ran Hawk Channel down to Marathon. We got fuel and a slip at Marathon Marina.
We drank beers on the aft deck and watched the sun go down. We were getting closer and it felt
more like real Florida.I did a quick check on the chart plotter and decided that if we ran hard and
long, we could make Marco Island in one shot. I had no patience for Little Shark River or all the
shallow water around the Ten Thousand Islands. I was anxious to get home. Marie called Rose’s
marina and reserved a slip for us. We’d spend the night there and top off with fuel one last time
for the run to Pelican Bay.We were in a safe spot, tied to land, so we decided to tie one on. I
broke out the rum bottle and two shot glasses. We made a toast to our newfound freedom. We
made another toast to our successful mission, even though it had been Kelley’s men who’d won
the day. We made a third toast to still being alive. We toasted our vessel, Marie’s mom, and
anything else we could think of until the bottle was empty.When our beer cans were empty, we
moved inside to use all that fuel we’d just consumed. The sex was aggressive and uninhibited.
The lust had been tamped down due to fear and uncertainty. We were past that now, and we let
it all hang out. Then we slept the sleep of the satiated. It was a glorious night.The coffee tasted
better the next morning. The bacon was especially delicious. It was amazing what a little booze
and hot sex could do for a couple. We wore smiles and began the process of forgetting our
cares. That was the best reason to live on a boat, to leave earthly concerns behind and dwell in
your own existence.I couldn’t wait to leave that morning. We pulled away from Marathon,
crossed under the Seven Mile Bridge, and made our way north towards Marco. I had to shift a



little west that afternoon to avoid the Cape Romano Shoals, but we soon started making our
approach to the coast. We were so close to home we could almost smell it.We got fuel before
moving over to a slip. We were again in a safe place tied to land, but there was no replay of the
previous night. We skipped the hard stuff. Marie drank her wine and I had a few beers. The
condos blocked our view of the last of the sunset, but we watched anyway.We were one day
away from home. One more day and it would truly all be over, except for returning Jean to Juno.
We practically giggled with delight. The importance of our own personal sanctuary had tripled
through this ordeal. I couldn’t imagine appreciating Pelican Bay any more than I already did, but
that’s what was happening. I was pleased to know that Marie felt the same way.All those years I’d
spent chasing the dream that I’d meet a beautiful woman and live in some beautiful tropical
place were for naught. I’d met that woman but the perfect place was Pelican Bay. I was as sure of
that now as I’d ever been sure of anything. I was going to put the past behind me and just live in
the now.The last leg of our journey went smoothly and we had our anchor down just in time for
happy hour. Marie called her mother and said we were two days out.TwoThe next day was an
expression of extreme laziness. We didn’t have the gumption to do the slightest thing. We sat in
the shade and read. We took naps. We ate a minimal dinner on paper plates so we wouldn’t
have to wash the dishes. We watched the sun go down over the mangroves of Cayo Costa and
went to bed early. Doing nothing was just what we needed. It was quite the enjoyable respite.I
put the dinghy in the water the next day and made sure it ran. I filled the gas tank too. Marie and I
used it to visit Manatee Cove. There were several of the gentle giants sleeping at the surface,
their backs poking above the water and being warmed by the sun. We drifted quietly and
observed. Since I’d first come to this place, the manatees had always been here. It was a safe
harbor for them.We stopped by the sand spit and walked out around the point to look out over
Boca Grande Pass. There were only a few boats fishing. The tarpon were long gone by now but
a few sharks might still be lingering. We sat on a downed palm tree and took in the view.“This is
home,” Marie said.“Best home I ever had,” I told her.“Tomorrow we relocate Jean,” she said. “You
up for it?”“I know she’ll be happy to get back home,” I said. “I want her to be happy.”“Careful,” she
said. “You’re turning sweet on me again.”“It’s my fault she’s not at home in the first place,” I said.
“But now we can tell her that it’s all over. The dogs have been called off. The enemy combatants
have been eliminated. We are free people.”“It’s funny,” she said. “She and I talked a big game
about freedom, but we were slaves to that bar. It was our entire universe. We could never
escape.”“We all have our chains I suppose,” I said. “For most of us it’s a job, mortgage, family and
community ties. Those aren’t bad things but they tie people down to the only life they’ve ever
known. I could have lived and died in a small town only knowing the same people and only
seeing the same sights.”“A lot of people appreciate that life,” she said. “It brings consistency. It’s
comfortable. Safe, even.”“I’ve always wanted something more,” I said. “Even when I was in the
same industry for twenty years. I was always climbing, always making more money, but one day I
realized I’d reached the peak. I wasn’t going any higher. That was it and it wasn’t enough.”“What
did you do with that realization?”“Nothing at first,” I said. “I started to daydream about a boat in



exotic places. I put some money away, but it would never be enough. Then my wife died and it
triggered my flight response. I knew it was time to start over someplace else. It was a sad time of
mourning, but I used my grief to cut all ties and disappear. I embezzled from the company I
worked for and came here.”“You stole from your boss?” she asked, feigning a clutch at imaginary
pearls.“I paid it back,” I said. “But not until I’d used it to make even more.”“Now here we are,” she
said.“After a lot of bumps in the road,” I said. “Speed bumps, potholes, bullets, and bodies. Right
back where this whole crazy adventure started.”“Stories to tell too,” she said.“There is no one to
tell them to but you.”“I’ll still be willing to listen when we’re eighty,” she said. “Sitting right here on
a decrepit boat. Trying to catch an ibis for dinner.”“You know we won’t be able to collect social
security, right?”“Why not?” she asked.“Because we chose not to pay tax on our income,” I said.
“You’re a tax outlaw now, just like me.”“I doubt the social security would have been much
anyway,” she said. “We both claimed the minimum in tips. It took all our cash to keep the place
open.”“The amount we saved by not paying is most likely more than we’d ever collect in Social
Security,” I said. “So that’s something to consider.”“Can we make what we have last?”“Not at our
current rate of spending,” I said. “I don’t want to be a party pooper but we’ve got to get back to
basics. The traveling is killing us. The hotels, fuel, meals out, and slip fees keep adding
up.”“We’re here now,” she said. “It should be easy to conserve. I mean what can we buy
here?”“We can get a Klondike Bar at the ranger station,” I said with a wink.“Let’s do that soon,”
she said. “Just for fun.”The next morning, we left early for Pine Island. We were rested and ready
for a long day. We took Marie’s car to Punta Gorda where we met Jean at the bar inside
Hurricane Charley’s. We all hugged for a minute before getting down to business.“I’m beyond
ready to go home” she said. “But I don’t have anything to carry my new clothes and other things
in.”“You want me to run to Goodwill and try to find a piece of luggage?” Marie asked.“I’ll just have
to throw it in the dumpster when I’m done with it,” Jean said.“Hold on a minute,” I said.I went to
the end of the bar and spoke with the bartender. She was young and pretty, as many southwest
Florida bartenders were. I offered her ten bucks for two large trash bags. She readily accepted. I
carried the bags back to Jean and Marie.“Here you go,” I said. “Problem solved.”I’d learned this
trick from an old fishing buddy named Gerald. We’d caught a monster fish out of Lewes,
Delaware, but we were a long way from home. He went into a convenience store and asked for a
drum liner. The girl didn’t know what he meant at first, but he wanted a giant trash bag. He gave
her a few bucks for it and bought a bunch of ice. We put that big ass fish in the bag and covered
him with ice. It wasn’t professional, but it did preserve the fish during the two-hour trip home.The
ladies were not impressed, but they accepted my offer. We only needed to bundle up Jean’s stuff
for the three hour trip across the state. I drank a beer while they went to her room to gather her
things. As soon as they returned, we left for Juno Beach.Once there, I lugged the bags like
Santa Claus across the parking lot and up to Jean’s condo.“Dump it all on the bed,” she said. “I’ll
sort through it later.”I did as she asked, wadding up the bags to take home with me. I’d paid for
them so they were mine.Jean wanted to know what had happened. I hated telling her about
gunfights and dead men, but it was up to me, not Marie.“We were never in danger,” I said.



“Captain Fred had us covered the whole time. As soon as they made a move on us, they were
neutralized by professionals.”“That sounds dramatic,” she said. “Professionals at what?”“Killing,
ma’am,” I said. “Neither Marie nor I fired a single shot. No one shot at us. It was over in
seconds.”“Captain Fred arranged all of this?” she asked.“He did,” I said. “He’s my friend and he
has those kind of resources.”“Where’s he at now?”“I have no idea,” I replied. “But your daughter
is safe, as am I. You are free to return to your normal life.”“You two should stay and celebrate,”
she said.I eyed Marie so hard that she couldn’t help but get the message.“We’ve got to get back,
mom,” Marie said. “We don’t want to leave the boat alone overnight.”“Have it your way,” Jean
said. “I’ll celebrate by myself.”“Have a glass of wine for us,” Marie said. “Drink it on the balcony
instead of in front of the television.”“Too much happening in the news,” she said. “I don’t want to
miss anything.”We made a quick turnaround and drove back across the state again. We parked
the car at the commercial docks on Pine Island, got back in the dinghy, and returned to
Sanctuary. She had the perfect name for what she meant to us. We embraced her after we got
aboard. She welcomed us home.The following day was similar to our first full day back. We
didn’t want to do anything. There was always work to be done on an old boat, but it was going to
have to wait. There was a process of decompression going on. We were lowering our alert levels.
We were joining the rhythm of our surroundings. We were contemplating what this new freedom
meant.Soon we started going to the beach and doing a little fishing. We got our Klondike Bars
and ate them in the shade at the park service docks. I managed to complete some minor
maintenance on the boat. We used the dinghy to get to the car to go grocery shopping.
Eventually, we needed more.The boat bottom needed to be scraped again. We needed fuel for
the generator. We’d avoided Fort Myers Beach for so long that it became an afterthought, but
there was no reason now why we couldn’t go there. I could get Robin to dive the bottom and we
could take care of everything else at the same time.When I called the Pink Shell Marina, they
mentioned to me that Captain Fred’s slip was still paid for, and of course vacant. They would
never have given me this consideration, but they knew a great customer when they saw one.
They were getting paid for nothing. It was good business to extend me this courtesy. That’s how
we got a free slip at a nice place.We met up with Robin and caught up on all the harbor gossip.
Diver Dan was drinking too much and spending too much time on land. One-legged Beth was an
annoyance to the tourists at Bonita Bills, but the locals like her so she still had a part-time job.
That was one business that depended on boaters more than any other. It was cheap food and
beer and nothing else. Tourism didn’t keep them in business.Robin cleaned the bottom and we
sat and had a few beers afterward. I was curious as to why he was still in the harbor.“I don’t know
man,” he said. “It’s been home for so long. What if I leave and I can’t make it wherever I go?”“Let
me see,” I said. “You brought that tiny damn boat down the waterway from middle America to go
on an adventure. Then you stopped here and never went any further? You never made it to the
Keys or the Bahamas? Remember how you felt when you first left home. You’ve lost that. Here
you sit.”“Where are you at these days?” he asked.“Pelican Bay,” I said. “Where I always return
to.”“It’s your home, right?”“Except I’ve been places, man,” I said. “Lots of places. I had the



wanderlust and followed it to faraway lands. I’m still on the move, but when I need to rest and feel
at home, Pelican Bay is where I go.”“I’ve been struggling with it,” he said. “The money that I have
now makes it easier. I don’t have to work so hard. I enjoy things a little more.”“It could also
finance a slew of new adventures,” I said. “It could take you away from Diver Dan and One-
legged Beth. You’d never have to see the bums in mangroves again. You have the perfect skill to
sell in foreign ports, diving boat bottoms. You’re not too old, either. This is your
chance.”“Everything you said is true,” he admitted. “But getting here got me away from home.
Maybe that’s enough.”“It’s your life,” I said. “I didn’t mean to upset you.”“I needed to hear it,” he
said. “I’m going to think more about it now. It’s a huge crossroads.”“The choice is yours, not mine.
I wish you the best whatever you decide.”He tipped his beer toward me. “Thanks, man. You’ve
been a big help and I don’t just mean today.”If I had to guess I’d say he would not leave. The
money I helped him earn didn’t give him the urge to explore new waters. It made his life easy
here. I couldn’t blame him. I’d satisfied my wanderlust and never found anyplace better than
Pelican Bay. Fort Myers Beach had been good to him. He went back home and Marie and I were
left alone to work out our schedule.Over the next two days we checked off each item on our list
of chores. We had fuel, water, groceries, beer, booze, wine, and an empty holding tank. I picked
up some spare parts from Diversified in case of breakdowns. I replenished my fishing tackle
supply. We got gas for the dinghy too. In the meantime, we tolerated the boat traffic and the
bridge traffic. The beach was about to get real busy with winter vacationers.It was time for us to
leave.We probably wouldn’t return until after spring break. The island was always a mess during
that time period. I’d lost interest in bikini-clad coeds a few years back. I was invisible to them
anyway. The antics of today’s youth mostly disgusted me. I did plenty of dumb shit when I was
their age, but it was done in private, not on a public beach.Mostly, they made me feel old. I
sounded like my grandfather who liked to say ‘the world’s going to hell in a handbasket’ as often
as he could. Pop was a serious throwback to a different time. His best friend was black but he
called the man nigger. He was full of contradictions like that. He’d do anything for that guy, but he
couldn’t resist belittling him with that word.Elmer ran a tugboat for most of his life. His wife, Ethel,
maintained the household. When he was home, she waited on him hand and foot, and he
expected it. After she died, he couldn’t make himself a sandwich. He didn’t last long without her.
Both of them died when I was a teenager.I didn’t want to be like Elmer, even though I loved both
him and Ethel as a child. He was a dinosaur from a different age—a time when his beliefs were
the accepted norm. He’d grown up during the Great Depression. He’d found work and hung onto
it until he was able to retire. He came down with emphysema from breathing all those diesel and
smoke fumes for forty years.As a child I thought he was ancient, but he died in his mid-sixties.
He looked over eighty. Life was tougher back then. Men did whatever they could to support their
families, from coal mining to building tall buildings. America was different too. We built things,
great things, but we sacrificed our finest to do it.Now we can’t build shit. Safety first has made
progress nearly impossible. We coddle ourselves, which stunts progress in fields that require
risk. Can you imagine what OSHA would have thought about early NASA? The EPA and the



Sierra Club would have prevented the Hoover Dam from ever being built. We made so much
progress in my grandfather’s days because tough men were allowed to work hard and make
things happen.Ninety-six men died during the construction of the Hoover Dam. That sounds
catastrophic from today’s standpoint, but none of them were forced to do the job. It still stands as
a marvel of engineering and the sheer physical force of ordinary men. Only five men died during
the building of the Empire State Building, but that would still be too many by modern standards.
Despite the colossal size of the project, the design, planning, and construction was completed in
just twenty months from start to finish. One World Trade Center was built to replace the Twin
Towers. It took eleven years.I was simply an observer of the modern world. Thank goodness I got
to escape it so often. It was not a fit place for me. As soon as Marie signaled she was ready, we
left Fort Myers Beach and went back home to Pelican Bay.We ran out in the Gulf but we didn’t
push it. We wanted to arrive with as much fuel as possible. The longer we could avoid needing
diesel the better. The generator would use it up slowly, but we could last a long time if we didn’t
run the engines. That was our goal. To stay isolated for as long as possible.The volume of boats
in the bay was picking up, especially on the weekends. This was a nice time of year to be there.
The bugs were gone and the daytime temperatures were tolerable. The north winds that were
prevalent during the coldest months had not yet arrived and the daily thunderstorms had tapered
off greatly.Our normal spot was still available to us. We dropped anchor and made sure it was
well-set before shutting the engines down.“Home again, home again, jiggity jig,” Marie said.“I’ve
heard that expression before,” I said. “Where does it come from?”“From the worst children’s song
ever written or performed,” she said. “I don’t know why I know it.”We did the usual things we did
when preparing to sit on the hook for an extended time. We unlocked cabinets, especially the
rum locker, and unsecured things that we needed to use every day, like the coffee maker. Marie
prepared coffee for the next morning. I cooked steaks for us that didn’t compare to Captain
Fred’s expensive beef.The rum went down along with the sun. The sex went down soon
after.ThreeI was fishing one day just outside the entrance to Murdock Bayou. I watched a
workboat go buzzing by. It was headed down the center which was too shallow for the vessel. I
watched with amusement as it ran hard aground. This happened often in my neighborhood but
never failed to be funny.I put my rod down and went over to offer my assistance. The first thing I
noticed in their boat was surveying gear. I couldn’t imagine what they’d be surveying on Cayo
Costa. It was a state park after all.“If you three will step out of the boat it will probably float,” I
said. “Might want to raise the outboard too. I’ll direct you to deeper water.”“That’s kind of you,” the
driver said. “We’re surveyors not boaters.”“Your company should have hired someone to shuttle
you out here,” I said. “Someone who knows the waters.”“You want the job?”“No sir,” I said. “But I
can show you the lay of the land, so to speak. Make it easier for you on the way home.”“We’ll be
coming out here for several days,” he said. “Maybe a week.”“For what purpose?”“Marking off
plots that the state wants to sell off,” he replied.“Impossible,” I said. “It’s all state park or
conservation land.”“They want to get rid of some of their conservation land holdings,” he said.I
rubbed the stubble on my chin. “That doesn’t sound like Governor DeSantis.”“It’s something the



previous governor slipped in at the last minute,” the man replied. “The new governor’s people
missed it.”“Son of a bitch,” I said. “I can’t believe what I’m hearing.”By this time their boat was
floating. I held it steady while they got back on and lowered the motor.“The deep water is along
both edges of this cove,” I said. “Stay up close to shore and stay away from the middle. I’ll lead
you in.”“We’re looking for a post in the water in the back of the next cove.”“I know where it is,” I
told him.I proceeded slowly with the workboat following. I slowed to a stop on a shallow spot and
pointed it out.“You’ll need high tide to get over this little hump,” I said. “When you leave run up the
other side of the cove.”We moved forward another fifty yards and I stopped again.“See this
darker water running straight along the shoreline?” I asked.“I see it.”“That’s the other channel out
of here,” I said. “Follow that until you’re out of the bayou.”“Got it.”I then led them to the post in the
water that marked the beginning of a trail. I let them go first so they could tie off to the post. Once
they got situated, I came in and tied off to a mangrove root.“How’s the trail?” the leader asked.
“Pretty clear or do we need some tools?”“It’s fine,” I said. “I travel it most every day to the beach.
I’m curious as to where you’re looking to start.”“We are too,” he said. “I’ve got plot maps and
some GPS coordinates. But it’s our job to figure out the rest. There were no permanent markers
put down in the past.”“That’s because no one was ever supposed to build here,” I said. “Bring
your GPS and follow me. You can come back for the rest of your gear once you have a starting
place.”I led them out of the muck at the landing onto solid, albeit sandy, ground. We crossed a
small road that might accommodate a golf cart or four-wheeler.
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Rick L., “A fitting end to a wonderful saga.. I met Meade Breeze while reading Trawler Trash
several years ago. I’ve followed him all over Florida, the Caribbean, the East coast and the gulf.
I’ve survived hurricanes with Breeze. I’ve seen him find love, lose it and find it again somewhere
else. I knew Breeze when he was a his lowest and at his pinnacle. I loved everything about
Breeze and I’m gonna miss him. If you know him like I do, you’ll love the final chapter. Or maybe
not so final, who knows? Wayne Stinnett did a masterful job of finishing this book after Ed
Robinson passed. Who knows wear Breeze and the gang will end up with their new names.
Maybe around Marathon and the Rusty Anchor. Good bye Breeze. It’s been amazing.”

Rascal, “So Very Sad... So Very Sad. I moved to the Fort Myers area in 2001 from MI and
immediately started renting boats before buying my first boat around 2005. I don’t remember
when I first discovered author Ed Robinson and read his first “Breeze” book. But I do remember
what joy it was to read about someone who had and still was boating in the same area’s that I
had been and still was and weighting books about the area. Ed became my favorite author and
also several of my friends here at Del Tura C.C. I so enjoyed his references to the same Islands,
bays, bars/restaurants that I had discovered in the Ft Myers Beach, Sanibel Island, Pine Island,
Cayo Costco and Peace river areas. I might have even spied his first boat as I had docked
several times in area’s he mentioned in his books. My friends and I hearts go out to his beautiful
wife. I very kind regards go to Wayne Stinnett for helping Ed’s wife with the face book memorial
page and finishing Ed’s last book. Wayne is noted for having a very kind heart in helping many
new struggling authors get started writhing Indie Kindle books. Wayne is also a favorite author of
mine. At my advanced age (80), you never know that when you say good by to a north bound
from FL friend. It may be the last time that you ever see each other. As when you read a kindle
book from a favorite author such as Ed Robinson... May God bless and keep you at his side Ed.”

Topcorner, “Float along with Breeze one more time.... A fitting finish to a great series. As a west
coast florida boater, I easily pictured myself as a Breeze wannabe, frequenting many of the sites
(and finding new ones I was not aware of) that Ed Robinson used as a backdrop to his stories.
Wayne Stinnett and Kim Robinson brought a fitting end to the series as well as one of the most
relatable characters I have followed over the years. Each future passing of the Cayo Costa
anchorage on my vessel will bring memories of Breeze and his sometimes (ok, many times)
whacky and wild exploits. Thank you Ed for providing an escape to float along on/with the
Breeze.  Rest in peace my virtual friend.”

N3303J, “Sad ending to a fun series.. I've enjoyed reading everything Ed Robinson has written. I
was saddened when I learned that Ed passed at the end of 2020.There is an empty spot in my
life that was filled repeatedly filled enjoying Ed's work.”



Michael L, “Hate to see this series end. Kudos to Kim Robinson and Wayne Stinnett for joining
forces to get this book finished. Just devastating news about Ed. Couldn't and didn't want to
believe it. I will always remain a huge Ed Robinson fan. I thought Wayne did a fabulous job with
the writing.  Looks like I will just start over from the beginning  with the series.”

Mo, “Been a good run Breeze!. I have enjoyed reading all of the Meade Breeze Adventure
Series! I will miss Ed Robinson's stories, but will have good memories of Breezes adventures.
Thank you Wayne Stinnett for finishing this last adventure for the author, he would be proud of
your contribution to his last Breeze adventure. RIP Ed Robinson and thanks again for the good
books!”

S I P, “Bitter-Sweet: But we are alive...... Reading Ed Robinson's last in the Trawler Trash series
was bitter sweet ... much like Breeze's life. I don't really know where to start and finish given how
I feel having read every book in the series and the pleasure ed has given me ... other than to
exhort everyone to read the whole series, including this masterful example of story-telling. I
thank his wife Kim for publishing the finale with Wayne Stinnett's exemplary assistance.I really
must leave my review at this point, while I am still dry-eyed.”

Nigel Dawson, “Very fitting last journey for Breeze. I've read all of the Breeze books and this final
one is up there with the very best. Good story as always well paced and a fantasic last line that
left a lump in my throat.”

Mike Black, “Great series. I really liked the whole Breeze series. Read those and then went back
and read the whole trawler Trash series. I was sad to hear that Ed Robinson had died.Thanks to
the group of authors that finished his last book for him.”

The book by Ed  Robinson has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 698 people have provided feedback.
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